TENURE & TIME MANAGEMENT:
HOW TO MANAGE YOUR TIME SO YOU CAN PUBLISH PROLIFICALLY AND HAVE A LIFE BEYOND THE IVORY TOWER

New faculty members commonly describe:

- Working long hours but making little progress on their research agenda
- A sense of loneliness that stems from minimal mentoring and community
- Being unprepared for their new faculty position by their graduate programs
- Feeling unsupported in their desire for work-family balance and without the skills to achieve it
- Wondering whether the academic path is the right career choice

The Tenure and Time Management Workshop is specifically designed to address these issues and provide participants with concrete skills to successfully transition from graduate student to professor. Specifically, participants learn:

- The common time challenges academics face
- How to avoid the most common mistakes new faculty make in managing their time
- Why and how to align work time with institutional and personal priorities
- How to create time for academic writing and research
- How to organize a network of support and accountability for writing productivity and balance

Formats:

- Full Day Workshop (6 hours)
- Half Day Workshop (3 hours)
- Keynote Address (Or 60-90 minute workshop)

Travel expenses included in fee. Please email us for information on pricing.

CONTACT:
Ruben@FacultyDiversity.org
(313) 347-8485
www.FacultyDiversity.org

Workshop Facilitators:

- Cleopatra Abdou, PhD, University of Southern California
- Joy Gaston Gayles, PhD, North Carolina State University
- Laurie Johnson, PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
- Rachel McLaren, PhD, University of Iowa
- Anthony Ocampo, PhD, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
- Rosemarie Roberts, PhD, Connecticut College
- Mindi Thompson, PhD, University of Wisconsin, Madison